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In recent years, several anonymous routing protocols for wireless ad hoc networks have been proposed. In 2007, Lu, Cao, Wang, and Sun proposed a
secure routing protocol with anonymity property and key exchange for ad hoc networks. However, in this paper, it is demonstrated that the so-called secure,
anonymous key exchange protocol introduced by Lu et al. is vulnerable to a passive attack and, as a result, the anonymity property of the protocol may be
compromised. A simple improvement is suggested to eliminate the vulnerability.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Owing to the widespread infrastructure of the wireless networks,
users can easily communicate with others from all over the
world by using their wireless devices. Mobile ad hoc networks
(MANET) have been one of the most important applications of
wireless communication and have attracted much attention in
recent years. An ad hoc network is a self-organized system that
does not rely on a predeployed infrastructure and consists of
available mobile nodes, so every available node acts as both a
host and a router on the network. This feature exists because of
the open nature and of the network and the lack of base stations.
Available nodes communicate among each other using wireless

∗This work was supported in part by Taiwan Information Security Center
(TWISC), National Science Council under the grants NSC 95-2218-E-001-001,
NSC95-2218-E-011-015, and NSC96-3114-P-001-002-Y.

radio technology and generally, communication is established
and maintained via a number of intermediate nodes as long as
they are not within the radio communication range of each other.

MANET has been widely used in practical applications, such
as battlefields, medical or science areas and even in our home
life. In such privacy-vital environment, in order to protect the
entire network from malicious attacks [6, 15, 17], some security
mechanisms are required for providing data security including
secure routing [5, 14, 19], user authentication [2, 4, 8], key ex-
change [9, 11, 18] and anonymity issues etc. Whenever end-to-
end ad hoc nodes attempt to transmit secret information, they
want to maintain the necessary privacy without being tracked
down for whoever they are, wherever they are and whatever they
are doing. It is considered as one of the important security re-
quirements that should be paid more attention. Recently, some
researches [1, 7, 12, 16] integrate anonymous channels into rout-
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ing protocol for ad hoc communications so that intruders cannot
confirm which one is source node and which one is destination
node in the network.

In the case of anonymous routing, for example, Onion Rout-
ing [16] is a communication protocol that the property of
anonymity is integrated into routing algorithms, and hence it
allows communications between source and destination node
to proceed anonymously. This is particularly crucial in envi-
ronments in which privacy is of vital importance. To establish
a secure and anonymous path between source and destination
node, in an ad hoc network, the anonymous routing protocol is
to allow some intermediate nodes to participate in the path con-
struction algorithm without breaking the anonymity of the com-
munication nodes. Recently, Lu et al. [12] proposed a secure
anonymous routing protocol with authenticated key exchange
(SARPAKE) for ad hoc networks. In their protocol, they com-
bine the techniques of designated verifier signing [3], the em-
ployment of a symmetric encryption/decryption function and a
public-key cryptosystem. This protocol not only provides an
anonymous link from the source node to the destination node
but also integrates the deniable authenticated key exchange into
the reactive routing algorithm. However, we found that Lu et
al.’s SARPAKE protocol is vulnerable to passive attacks and
the anonymity property of their protocol may be compromised.
Thus, in this paper, an improved protocol is proposed to solve
this problem.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly
reviews Lu et al.’s SARPAKE protocol and shows our attack in
Section 3. Section 4 proposes an improved protocol and pro-
vides a security analysis of the improved protocol followed by
conclusion in Section 5.

2. REVIEW OF SARPAKE PROTOCOL

There are three phases in the SARPAKE protocol, namely: path
discovery, path reverse, and data transfer. Some notations and
assumptions used in the SARPAKE protocol are defined in Ta-
bles 1 and 2, respectively. In the following subsections, we
briefly review Lu et al.’s SARPAKE protocol.

2.1 Path Discovery Phase

In this phase, the source node N0 establishs a route to the desti-
nation node Nn through a number of intermediate ad hoc nodes.
The source node N0 first generates a unique tag# for this route
and then performs the following operations:

1. Choose a random number x to compute X = gx and h0 =
H(X||Kn

0 ), where Kn
0 = Y

x0
n = gx0xn .

2. Compute C0 = Epkn(M0), where M0=(tag#||N0||Nn||X||
h0).

3. Send the path discovery packet packet to its neighboring
nodes, where packet=(tag#||hop||C0) and hop = hopmax .

4. Maintain its local route table LRT0=(tag#,0,�,T0). The
second field records the ancestor node and N0 is the source
of this route, this field records 0. The third field records the

Table 1 Notations used in SARPAKE protocol

p and g a large prime number p and a primitive root g in
GF(p).

Ni a mobile node, where N0 is source node, Ni(1 ≤ i ≤
n − 1)is
the intermediate nodes, and Nn is the destination
node.

ski node Ni’s private key, where ski = xi ∈ GF(p).
pki node Ni’s public key, where pki = Yi = gxi mod p.

tag# a unique tag number for a route.
(x||y) concatenation of message x and y.

K
j
i shred key between Ni and Nj , where K

j
i = Y

xi

j =
gxixj = Y

xj

i .
hopmax maximum number of hops that N0 wishes.

H(·) a public one-way hashing function, i.e., SHA-1 [13].
Ti a timestamp generated by node Ni .
� a notation for a field in a local route table, which

records when
the value of this filed is temporarily unknown.

ESK [·] the symmetric encryption function with shared ses-
sion key SK ,
i.e., AES [13].

DSK [·] the symmetric decryption function with shared ses-
sion key SK ,

Epki
(·) the asymmetric encryption function with Ni’s public

key pk.
Dski

(·) the asymmetric decryption function with Ni’ private
key sk.

Table 2 Assumptions used in SARPAKE protocol

A-1 The links between connected mobile nodes are bidirec-
tional.

A-2 Each node is capable of executing Epki
(·), Dski

(·),
ESK(·)
and H(·) algorithms.

A-3 Each node maintains a local route table (LRT) for a spe-
cific route
and the format of LRT is shown as follow.
(tag#, Ancestor, Successor, Lifetime)

A-4 Some intermediate nodes along the route may try to break
the
anonymity property. Thus, SARPAKE scheme assumes
that all the
intermediates nodes involved in a specific route are not
in collusion.

successor node and it will be added later during the path
reverse phase. The fourth field T0 is the time for the route
generated by N0.

When a node receives the packet, it performs the following
operations:

1. Check if (((hop−−) ≥ 0), if it holds, continue; otherwise,
stop.

2. Check if the packet has already been received from other
nodes within its wireless transmission range using the
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unique tag# as the unique identifier for this route. If it
does, drop it and stop; otherwise, continue.

3. Check if the node is the destined receiver. (Try to decrypt
C0 with the private key of the node and compare the tag#
and the Nn to the node’s id.

a. If the node is NOT the intended receiver, then it main-
tains its local route table LRTi=(tag#,Ni−1,�,Ti) and
forwards the new packet (tag#||hop||C0) to the neigh-
boring nodes, where hop has been updated.

b. If the node is the destined receiver, then it verifies that
h0

?= H(X||K0
n) is true or not, where K0

n = y
xn

0 =
gx0xn = y

x0
n = Kn

0 . If it does not hold, drop it and
stop; otherwise, Nn stores the entry (tag#,Nn−1,1,Tn)
to its local route table LRTn and the path discovery
phase ends.

2.2 Path Reverse Phase

In this phase, the destination node would respond to the source
node and performs the following operations:

1. Choose a random number y to compute Y = gy and hn =
H(Y ||K0

n).

2. Compute the shared session key SK = (X ∗ Y0)
y+xn =

g(x+x0)(y+xn).

3. Compute Cn = Epk0(Mn) and Cn−1 = Epkn−1 (tag#),
where Mn = (tag# ||N0 ||Nn ||Y ||hn).

4. Send (Cn||Cn−1) to Nn−1.

Upon receiving (Cn||Cn−1) from Nn, Nn−1 uses its private key
skn−1 to recover tag# = Dskn−1(Cn−1) and maintains its local
route table LRTn−1 = (tag#, Nn−2, Nn, Tn−1). Then, Nn−1
forwards (Cn||Cn−2) to its ancestor node Nn−1, where Cn−2 =
Epkn−2 (tag#). Other nodes N1, N2, …, Nn−2 along the route
would perform the same operation as the node Nn−1. Finally,
when the source node N0 receives (Cn||C0 = Epk0 (tag#)) from
N1, it performs the following operations:

1. Compute Dsk0(C0) to recover tag#.

2. Check tag# from its route table LRT0. If it is found, con-
tinue; otherwise, stop.

3. Update its route table LRT0=(tag#,0,N1,T0).

4. Compute Dsk0(Cn) to recover (tag#||N0||Nn||Y ||hn).

5. Verify hn
?= H(Y ||K0

n) is true or not. If it does, continue;
otherwise, stop.

6. Compute the shared session key SK = (Y ∗ Yn)
x+x0 =

g(x+x0)(y+xn).

7. Finally, the route from the source node to the destination
node is established and the shared session key between N0
and Nn is also established.

2.3 Data Transfer Phase

In this phase, the source node N0 sends a confidential message M

to the destination node Nn. Firstly, N0 computes C = ESK [M]
and h = H(C). Then, N0 sends (C||CH) to its successor node
N1, where CH = Epk1 (tag#||h). Upon receiving (C||CH) from
N0, N1 computes Dsk1(CH) to recover tag# and h. If tag# is
found in LRT1, N1 computes CH = Epk2 (tag#||h) and forwards
(C||CH) to its successor node N2. Other nodes N2, N3, …,
Nn−1 along the route would perform the same operation as the
node N1. In the end, when the destination node Nn receives
(C||CH = Epkn (tag#||h)) from Nn−1, it computes Dskn(CH)

to recover tag# and h and verifies h ?= H(C). If it holds, Nn

uses the shared session key SK to recover the message M from
C; otherwise, stop.

3. THE WEAKNESS OF SARPAKE
PROTOCOL

Lu et al. claimed that the anonymity of the route from source to
the destination is guaranteed by using the public key encryption
algorithm. However, we found that the anonymity property of
the SARPAKE protocol can not be protected from the passive
attack in both path reverse phase and data transfer phase. Using
such a passive attack the attacker can un-intrusively monitor on
the communication channels between ad hoc nodes in the ad
hoc network and discovers some valuable information about the
messages being transmitted over the communication channel.
Knowing this, suppose that an attacker, Eve, could collect all the
communication messages transmitted between ad hoc nodes in
the ad hoc network. In the following, we show how Eve may then
break the anonymity property of Lu et al.’s SARPAKE protocol.

First of all, the message Cn transmitted from destination node
to source node is unchanging in the path reverse phase. Thus,
Eve could easily trace down the route from destination to source
by comparing Cn with all of the collected messages in the ad
hoc network. For example, suppose there is a message trans-
mitted between two neighbor nodes containing Cn. This means
that these two nodes are involved in a special route. So, Eve can
discover the complete route from destination to source as long as
the message transmitted between two neighbor nodes contains
Cn. Once Eve finds out the complete route from destination to
source, Eve can further verify the relation of a route between
two neighbor nodes. For example, Eve could get tag# in path
discovery phase and transmitted message Ci (0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1)
from the channel between Ni and Ni−1 in path reverse phase. In
order to confirm that there is a route between Ni and Ni−1, Eve
can compute Epki−1 (tag#) and compare it with Ci . If it holds, it
means that Eve discovers the relation of a route between Ni and
Ni−1. In this way, Eve can verify other complete route infor-
mation between involved nodes from the destination node to the
source node. For computational complexity, it takes n asymmet-
ric encryption operations for Eve to confirm the complete routing
path and the Lu et al.’s SARPAKE protocol cannot protect the
anonymity of the involved nodes, namely, the source node and
destination node.

Similarly, the anonymity property in data transfer phase is not
achieved as well as path reverse phase. Due to the message C
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transmitted from source node to destination node is unchanging
in the data transfer phase. Thus, Eve can discover the complete
route from source to destination as long as the message trans-
mitted between two neighbor nodes contains C. Eve can then
compute Epki+1 (tag#||h) (0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) and compare it with
the collected message CH transmitted between Ni and Ni+1. If
it holds, Eve confirms that there is a route between these two
neighbor nodes. As a result, the involved nodes in a complete
route from source to destination would be available to discovery
and the anonymity of the data transfer phase would be compro-
mised.

4. THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL

An improved anonymous routing protocol based on the Lu et al.’s
SARPAKE protocol is proposed and the detail of the proposed
protocol is described in Section 4.1. In addition, we present
the security analysis of the improved protocol and evaluate the
performance of the improved protocol against Lu et al.’s protocol
that are stated in Section 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.

4.1 The Improved Protocol

The notations and assumptions of the improved protocol are the
same as those in Lu et al.’s protocol. Also, we extended ad-
ditional two fields for the local route table and the introduced
nonce-key nki,j in our improved protocol are provided, where
nki,j is generated by node Ni and shared it with node Nj . Fur-
ther, nki,j denotes a 128 bit nonce and simultaneously represents
a shared session key between Ni and Nj for symmetric encryp-
tion/decryption. The format of each entry in the route table is
shown as follows.
(tag#, Ancestor, Successor, Lifetime, nki,j for ancestor, nki,j

from successor) where the preceding four fields including tag#,
ancestor, successor and lifetime are the same as those in
SARPAKE Protocol. The fifth field records a nonce-key which
is generated by the node itself and would be shared with its
ancestor node and the sixth field records a nonce-key which is
generated by the node’s successor node and will shared with the
node itself. The details of the improved protocol are described
as follows.

4.1.1 Path Discovery Phase

This phase is almost the same as that in Lu et al.’s
protocol. The only difference is that the original mes-
sage M0 generated by source node N0 is changed as
follows:M0=(tag#||N0||Nn||X||h0||nk0,n), where nk0,n is gen-
erated by N0 and it is shared with Nn. In addition, the ancestor
field of LRT0 corresponding to the source node N0 will record
the destination node Nn and the fifth field of LRT0 records a
nonce-key nk0,n. Moreover, the successor field of LRTn of des-
tination node Nn holds the record of the source node N0 and the
sixth field of LRTn records a nonce-key nk0,n. Figure 1 shows
the path discovery phase conducted from source to destination.

4.1.2 Path Reverse Phase

In this phase, the destination node Nn first generates a nonce-key
nkn,n−1 and then records it in the fifth field of LRTn and then
performs the following operations:

1. Make the message Mn = (tag# ||N0 ||Nn ||Y ||hn ||nk0,n +
1) and use Nn−1’s public key pkn−1 to encrypt tag# and
nkn,n−1 as Cn−1 = Epkn−1 (tag#||nkn,n−1).

2. Moreover, Nn makes Cn = Enkn,n−1[Epk0(Mn)] and sends
(Cn||Cn−1) to Nn−1.

When the node Nn−1 receives (Cn||Cn−1) from Nn, it per-
forms the following operations:

1. Use its private key to recover tag# and nonce-key nkn,n−1 by
computing Dskn−1(Cn−1) and records nkn,n−1 in the sixth
field of LRTn−1.

2. Use nonce-key nkn,n−1 to recover Epk0(Mn) by computing
Dnkn,n−1[Cn].

3. Generate a nonce-key nkn−1,n−2 and records it in the fifth
field of LRTn−1.

4. Finally, Nn−1 uses Nn−2’s public key to compute
Cn−2 = Epkn−2 (tag# ||nkn−1,n−2) and makes Cn =
Enkn−1,n−2 [Epk0(Mn)]. After that, Nn−1 sends (Cn||Cn−2)

to its ancestor node Nn−2.

Other nodes N1, N2, …, Nn−2 along the route would per-
form the same operation as the node Nn−1. In the end, when
the source node N0 receives (Cn = Enk1,0 [Epk0(Mn)]||C0 =
Epk0 (tag#||nk1,0) from N1, it performs the following operations:

1. Use its private key to recover tag# and nonce-key nk1,0 by
computing Dsk0(C0) and records nk1,0 in the sixth field of
LRT0.

2. Use nonce-key nk1,0 to recover Epk0(Mn) by computing
Dnk1,0 [Cn] and then uses its private key to recover Mn by
computing Dsk0(Epk0(Mn)).

3. Verify nk0,n + 1 for freshness checking. If it does not hold,
stop; otherwise, N0 computes the shared session key SK =
(Y ∗Yn)

x+x0 = g(x+x0)(y+xn) and the route from the source
to the destination is established. Figure 2 shows the path
reverse phase conducted from destination to source.

4.1.3 Data Transfer Phase

In this phase, the source node N0 would send a confidential
M to the destination node Nn. See Figure 3. Firstly, N0
computes C = ESK [M||nk0,n + 2] and h = H(C). Then,
N0 sends (Enk1,0 [C]||CH) to its successor node N1, where
CH = Epk1 (tag#||h). Upon receiving (Enk1,0 [C]||CH) from
N0, N1 computes Dsk1(CH) to recover tag# and h. If tag#
is found in LRT1, N1 computes Dnk1,0 [Enk1,0 [C]] to recover C

and verifies whether or not H(C) equals h. If it does not hold,
stop; otherwise, N1 computes CH = Epk2 (tag#||h) and for-
wards (Enk2,1 [C]||CH) to its successor node N2. Other nodes
N2, N3, …, Nn−1 along the route would perform the same oper-
ation as the node N1. In the end, when the destination node Nn
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Path discovery phase

N0 N1

X = gx , h0 = H(X, Kn
0 )

M0 =(tag#||N0||Nn||X||h0||nk0,n)

C0 = Epkn(M0)

packet=(tag#||hop||C0)

LRT0 →(tag#,Nn, �, T0, nk0,n, �) packet
�

Ni Ni+1 (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1)

LRTi →(tag#,Ni−1, �, Ti, �, �) packet
�

Nn−1 Nn

LRTn−1 →(tag#,Nn−2, �, Tn−1, �, �) packet
� M0 = Dskn(C0), h0

?= H(X, K0
n)

LRTn →(tag#,Nn−1, N0, Tn, �, nk0,n)

Figure 1 Path discovery phase

Path reverse phase

Nn−1 Nn

(tag#||nkn,n−1)=Dskn−1(Cn−1) Y = gy, hn = H(Y, K0
n)

Epk0(Mn) = Dnkn,n−1[Cn] session key SK = (X ∗ Y0)
y+xn

Cn = Enkn−1,n−2 [Epk0(Mn)] Mn =(tag#||N0||Nn||Y ||hn||nk0,n + 1)

Cn−2 = Epkn−2 (tag#||nkn−1,n−2) Cn = Enkn,n−1[Epk0(Mn)]
LRTn−1 →(tag#,Nn−2, Nn, Tn−1, Cn−1 = Epkn−1 (tag#||nkn,n−1)

nkn−1,n−2, nkn,n−1) LRTn →(tag#,Nn−1, N0, Tn, nkn,n−1,

(Cn||Cn−1)
�

nk0,n + 1)

Ni−1 Ni(1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1)

Cn = Enki,i−1[Epk0(Mn)]
Ci−1 = Epki−1 (tag#||nki,i−1)

LRTi →(tag#,Ni−1, Ni+1, Ti, nki,i−1,

nki+1,i )
(Cn||Ci−1)

�

N0 N1

(tag#||nk1,0)=Dsk0(C0) Cn = Enk1,0 [Epk0(Mn)]
Epk0(Mn) = Dnk1,0 [Cn] C0 = Epk0 (tag#||nk1,0)

Mn = Dsk0(Epk0(Mn)), hn
?= H(Y, Kn

0 ) LRTi →(tag#,N0, N2, T1, nk1,0, nk2,1)

session key SK = (Y ∗ Yn)
x+x0

(Cn||C0)
�

LRT0 →(tag#,Nn, N1, T0,

nk0,n + 1, nk1,0)

Figure 2 Path reverse phase
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receives (Enkn,n−1[C]||CH) from Nn−1, it computes Dskn(CH)

to recover tag# and h and verifies h ?= H(Dnkn,n−1[Enkn,n−1[C]]).
If it does not hold, stop; otherwise, Nn uses the shared session
key SK to recover the message M and nk0,n + 2 from C. Fur-
thermore, in our protocol, Nn can further verify nk0,n + 2 for
freshness checking as well as nonce.

4.2 SecurityAnalysis of the Improved Protocol

In the following, we describe how our improved protocol main-
tains the anonymity of the route from the source to destination
in both the path reverse phase and data transfer phases.

1. During the path reverse phase, as pointed out by our at-
tack in Section 3, an attacker Eve traces Cn with all of
the collected messages in the ad hoc network and thus the
anonymity property of their routing protocol may be com-
promised. However, as suggested by our improvement in
Section 4.1, Eve is unable to trace down the route from des-
tination to source by comparing Cn in our improved routing
protocol. Due to the use of nonce-key nkni,ni−1 , the mes-
sage Cn transmitted between any two neighbor nodes Ni

and Ni−1 in a specific route is constantly changing, where
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Thus, Eve cannot discover the complete route
from destination to source by comparing Cn. Addition-
ally, as a result of the use of nonce-key nkni,ni−1 , Eve has
no way to derive the relation of a route between two neigh-
bors nodes Ni and Ni−1 by computing Epki

(tag#||nkni,ni−1)

and comparing it with the collected message Ci unless Eve
knows the nonce-key nkni,ni−1 . Finally, the anonymity of
the route from destination to source can be achieved in this
phase.

2. Similarly, during the data transfer phase, before sending the
message C to Ni+1, Ni uses the shared nonce-key nkni+1,ni

for encryption and the message Enki+1,i
[C] is constantly

changing between any two involved nodes Ni and Ni+1 in a
established route, where 0 ≤ i ≤ n−1. As a result, Eve has
no way to discover the complete route from source to des-
tination by comparing C. In addition, Eve cannot decrypt
the message C from Enki+1,i

[C] to compute h = H(C).
In essence, Eve cannot compute the CH = Epki

(tag#||h)

to derive the route from the source to destination and the
anonymity can be protected in our improved protocol.

4.3 Performance Evaluation of the Improved
Protocol

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the improved
protocol and compare it with original SARPAKE protocol in
terms of efficiency in Table 3. For memory requirement, our im-
proved protocol introduces a nonce-key mechanism that must be
generated and stored in the local route table, before communi-
cations can begin. Therefore, the necessity to add two fields and
store ancestor/successor nonce keys in each node of the improved
protocol. In addition, to compare the computational cost of the
improved protocol against SARPAKE protocol, we measured

Table 3 Comparisons of the efficiency

Our improved proto-
col

SARPAKE protocol
[12]

Path Source node: Source node:
Discovery 2 Texp+1 Thash+1

Tasym

2 Texp+1 Thash+1
Tasym

Phase Intermediate node: Intermediate node:
1 Tasym 1 Tasym

Destination node: Destination node:
1 Texp+1 Thash+1

Tasym

1 Texp+1 Thash+1
Tasym

Path Source node: Source node:
Reverse 2 Tasym+1 Thash+1

Texp+1 Tsym

2 Tasym+1 Thash+1
Texp

Phase Intermediate node: Intermediate node:
2 Tasym+2 Tsym 2 Tasym

Destination node: Destination node:
2 Texp+1 Thash+2

Tasym+1 Tsym

2 Texp+1 Thash+2
Tasym

Data Source node: Source node:
Transfer 1 Tasym+1 Thash+2

Tsym

1 Tasym+1 Thash+1
Tsym

Phase Intermediate node: Intermediate node:
2 Tasym+2 Tsym 2 Tasym

Destination node: Destination node:
1 Tasym+1 Thash+2

Tsym

1 Tasym+1 Thash+1
Tsym

the cryptographic operations needed to secure the transmission
packets for path reverse phase and data transfer phase. To eval-
uate performance, we define several computational parameters
as follows:

• Texp denotes the time required by the modular exponentia-
tion.

• Thash denotes the time required by the hashing operation.

• Tsym denotes the time required by the symmetric encryp-
tion/decryption operation.

• Tasym denotes the time required by the asymmetric encryp-
tion/decryption operation.

The computational cost of path discovery phase taken by our
improved protocol and SARPAKE protocol is identical. Dur-
ing path reverse phase of our protocol and compare it to that of
SARPAKE protocol, although the source and destination node
perform one additional symmetric operation for each Cn, and all
the intermediate nodes perform two additional symmetric opera-
tions for each Cn per session, the weakness of SARPAKE proto-
col would be prevented by our improvement. Similarly, during
the data transfer phase of our protocol, the source and destination
node perform one additional symmetric operation for Enk1,0 [C]
and Dnkn,n−1[Enkn,n−1[C]], and other intermediate nodes N1, N2,
…, Nn−1 along the route perform two additional symmetric oper-
ations for each Dnki,i−1[Enki,i−1[C]] and Enki+1,i

[C] per session,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. The computational cost that we found
[10] for one symmetric operation was about 10 one-way hashing
operations and so, it is clear that the overhead of 10-20 one-way
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Data transfer phase

N0 N1

C = ESK [M||nk0,n + 2], h = H(C) tag#||h = Dsk1(CH)

CH = Epk1 (tag#||h) C = Dnk1,0 [Enk1,0 [C]], H(C) ?= h

(Enk1,0 [C]||CH ) CH = Epk2 (tag#||h)
�

Ni Ni+1 (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1)

CH = Epki+1 (tag#||h) tag#||h = Dski+1(CH)

(Enki+1,i
[C]||CH )

�

C = Dnki+1,i
[Enki+1,i

[C]], H(C) ?= h

CH = Epki+2 (tag#||h)

Nn−1 Nn

CH = Epkn (tag#||h) tag#||h = Dskn(CH)

(Enkn,n−1[C]||CH )
�

C = Dnkn,n−1[Enkn,n−1[C]]
H(C) ?= h

M||nk0,n + 2 = DSK [C]

Figure 3 Data transfer phase

hashing operations for each node is negligible, especially in view
of the level of security the improved protocol offers.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we point out that anonymity property of Lu et
al.’s SARPAKE protocol is vulnerable to a passive attack. As
a result, an attacker can easily find out the complete route from
source node to destination node in both path reverse phase and
data transfer phase. More importantly, a new improved proposal
for a protocol that can resist the passive attack and still maintain
the anonymity between communicating nodes in a MANET is
demonstrated.
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